

                                                                                         President Richard M Nixon 

                        And Defense Secretary Melvin R Laird 

                                  Architects of Vietnamization  

                                                   

                                                                                                          Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird pushed hard for extricating the United States, from Vietnam, coining the word "Vietnamization" to signify the gradual withdrawal of U.S. forces and the shift of responsibility to the Vietnamese and relentlessly pushing to accomplish it. Secretary of Defense from                 1969 to 1973. Melvin Laird urged Nixon to follow through on a policy of U.S. troop withdrawal from Vietnam. He coined the phrase "Vietnamization," meaning that more of the burden of fighting the war should fall to the South Vietnamese forces. 

Other initiatives, including troop withdrawals from Vietnam, phasing out old weapon systems, base closures, and improved procurement practices, enabled the Pentagon to hold the line on spending, even at a time when high inflation affected both weapon and personnel costs. In Laird's years, total obligational authority by fiscal year was as follows:  1969, $77.7 billion; 1970, $75.5 billion; 1971, $72.8 billion; 1972, $76.4 billion; and 1973, $78.9 billion,

The situation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 The situation inherited by Richard Nixon was no less a "mess" than it was in November 1963 when Lyndon Johnson rose to the presidency.  In fact, it was much worse.  Over 500,000 troops were stationed in Vietnam; Americans killed in action averaged 1200 a month.  And domestic opinion about the war was divided (no consensus on a course of action in Vietnam), negative (a majority felt that the war was a mistake), and pessimistic (people saw little progress at the peace talks and believed the fighting would go on for at least 2 more years).  Added to the mix were the racial divisions in the country, the skepticism toward within the anti-war movement, and a long standing antipathy toward Nixon among Democratic loyalists. 

For his foreign policy team, Nixon chose a former member of the U.S. House, as Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird. William Rogers, whom Nixon knew while both served in the Eisenhower Administration, was tapped as Secretary of State.  Henry Kissinger, a professor of international relations at Harvard University and a political ally of Nelson Rockefeller, was named the National Security Advisor.                 
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     President Nixon, national security assistant Kissinger, Secretary of Defense Laird, and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Earle Wheeler having lunch at the Pentagon before going                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          to the National Military Command Center for a SIOP briefing, 27 January 1969                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                   Architects of Vietnamization                                                                                                                   13 Mar 1969, Washington, DC, USA --- Secretary of Defense Melvin                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Laird, back from a fact-finding tour of the war front, meets here with                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 President Nixon at the White House. Sitting on a sofa in his office with                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Laird, Nixon told reporters pointing to a sheaf of papers, "what we                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      have here are the Secretary's observations on Vietnam and his                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    recommendations of the future course in Vietnam.



U.S. President Richard M.Nixon with armed forces in Vietnam, 30 July 1969.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Magical Mystery Tour M113 track on the left with M151 jeep in foreground



President Nixon visits the troops in Vietnam Di’ An, Vietnam, July 30, 1969



President Nixon visits the troops in Vietnam Di’ An, Vietnam, July 30, 1969



President Nixon visits the troops in Vietnam Di’ An, Vietnam, July 30, 1969



Melvin Laird with South Vietnamese General Ngo Quang Truong 1970                                                                                                                                                                                                                   he pushed hard for extricating the United States, coining the word "Vietnamization"                                                                                                                                                 to signify the gradual withdrawal of U.S. forces and the shift of responsibility                                                                                                                                                                     to the Vietnamese and relentlessly pushing to accomplish it.



13 Feb 1970, An Hoi Village, South Vietnam --- 2/13/1970-                                                                                                                                                                                                                           An Hoi Village, South Vietnam- Secretary of Defense                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Melvin Laird (R) and General Creighton Abrams (C)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    listen to a briefing on pacification



13 Feb 1970, An Hoi Village, South Vietnam --- 2/13/1970-An Hoi Village,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            South Vietnam- Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird (R) and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    General Creighton Abrams light each other's cigars as they listen to a                                                                                                                                                                                                                     briefing on pacification at this small village 27 miles northwest of Saigon.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 November 1970, Washington, DC, USA --- Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   speaks to a press briefing on the Vietnam War at the Pentagon in November 1970



Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird congratulates SGM Galen Kittleson                                                                                                                                                                                                                       after awarding him with his third Silver Star for heroism following the                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Son Tay Raid in North Vietnam. 1970.



CDR A.L. Bader (right), Senior Advisor, Logistic Support Base, Nha Be, Republic of Vietnam,                                                                                                                                                                    briefs Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird (center) and Rear Admiral Robert Salzer (left) Commander                                                                                                                                                                    U.S. Naval Forces Vietnam, November 1971.



1972: Nixon takes second term by landslide                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                President Richard Nixon has won an overwhelming victory in the US presidential elections for a second term in the White House.



The members of the 1972 Joint Chiefs of Staff (l-r): Adm. Elmo Zumwalt Jr., USN; Gen.                                                                                                                                                                   William Westmoreland, USA; Gen. Robert Cushman, USMC; Gen. John Ryan, USAF;                                                                                                                                                                               and Adm. Thomas Moorer, USN, Chairman.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           The services took different approaches to recruit an all-volunteer force.



President Richard M. Nixon, right, walks with Melvin Laird in 1973

Histories of the Nixon Administration emphasize that Kissinger quickly became "primer inter pares" among the foreign policy advisors. An adept practioner of bureaucratic politics, Kissinger enjoyed direct access to Nixon and often kept Laird and Rogers out of the foreign policy "loop."  Over the course of the administration, Kissinger would prove to be a popular and controversial figure. His cultivation of the press aroused suspicion within the administration and led to charges of "grandstanding" and upstaging the president; reports his "hawkish" stance within administration councils and his use of wiretaps on staff members aroused the ire of liberals and anti-war activists. 

Discerning a "Nixon Strategy" 

Nixon and Kissinger quickly agreed upon two premises about American policy in Vietnam. First, the war in Vietnam was not "winnable" in any conventional sense of the term. Public opinion would tolerate neither an escalation nor the continuation of a status quo that included over 1,000 killed per month.  Second, a unilateral withdrawal was not feasible because the political costs, both domestic and international, were unacceptable. Withdrawal would dissolve Nixon's political base at home and, as Kissinger continually emphasized, undermine American credibility abroad.  Apart from the military situation in Vietnam, the political problem confronting President Nixon was complex.  How could Nixon "buy time" to achieve his understanding of "peace with honor" without succumbing to Lyndon Johnson's fate of eroding public support?  The history of his first administration reveals that Nixon's strategy consisted of four components:

(1) Vietnamization
First, it was necessary to reduce American casualty rates and the number of combat troops in Vietnam.  To this end, Nixon defined his policy as "Vietnamization" -- the idea that South Vietnamese would gradually assume a greater combat role and ultimately eliminate the need for American ground forces.  Because the US would not withdraw abruptly, the policy of Vietnamization would require time.  The domestic political objective was to convince the public that the Army of South Vietnam could eventually handle the war on their own.

(2) The "Politics of Polarization" 
To buy time, Nixon had to build a larger and more reliable base of support within the American public. His popular vote margin in the 1968 election was razor thin. However, to his advantage, the Democratic coalition was shattered in 1968 and there were political opportunities.  To exploit these opportunities, the administration would pursue a "politics of polarization" in which it would, at one and the same time, appeal to a "silent majority" and attempt to isolate opponents and paint them, in one manner or another, as extreme.

(3) The "Madman" scenario 
A "madman theory" was devised for negotiating with the government of North Vietnam.  In this gambit, Henry Kissinger would emphasize, in his meetings with representatives of North Vietnam, the volatility of President Nixon's personality.  He would warn the North Vietnamese that Nixon was unpredictable, that he could fly into a rage, and that this could happen in response to either North Vietnamese military action or intransigence in the peace talks. A similar theme was sounded by Kissinger in his dealing with the American press.  Over the course of the term, Nixon provided a number of examples to give credence to Kissinger's claims: secretly bombing Cambodia, bombing Hanoi and Haiphong, invading Cambodia (see below), and mining Haiphong harbor.

(4) Triangular Diplomacy   
Finally, Nixon pursued a "geopolitical" approach to the war as well.  During the first years of his term, Nixon discovered reason to believe that both the Soviet Union and People's Republic of China were interested in what became known as detente -- an easing of Cold War tensions and expanding trade relations.  This interest, plus the suspicions between USSR and the PRC, would provide Nixon with leverage for pressing the Soviets and Chinese to "do business" with the U.S. and to pressure the North Vietnamese to settle the war.

When we examine the history or chronology of the first Nixon administration, each component is evident as is the manner in which the components "meshed" into both a political strategy for getting America out of Vietnam and reelecting Nixon in 1972.

Fall 1969: The Mode

National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam

The National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam was a relatively short-lived coalition of antiwar activists formed in 1967 to organize large demonstrations in opposition to the Vietnam War. The organization was informally known as "the MOBE

During 1969, a new coalition of anti-war groups arose and called itself the Vietnam Moratorium Committee. The coalition consisted of "student government leaders, liberal Democratic activists, clergy, trade unionists, and veterans The Mobe, as it was known, established October 15th as a nationwide day of protest against the war in Vietnam. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      With the U.S. Capitol in the background, demonstrators march                                                                                                                                                                                                                               along Pennsylvania Avenue in an anti-Vietnam War protest in Washington, on Moratorium Day, Nov. 15, 1969



 As Stephen Ambrose writes, 

                        Tens of thousands of protesters marched around the White House
                        on October 15th; across the country, in every major city, tens of
                        thousands attended antiwar rallies. It was, by far, the largest antiwar
                        protest in America's history. Altogether, millions were involved. There
                        was little or no violence. Most disturbing to Nixon and his supporters,
                        the Moratorium brought out the middle class and the middle-aged in    
                        in very large numbers  

 The Committee also called for continued demonstrations and vigils on the 15th of each month until the war ended.


Vice President Spiro Agnew

 Having earlier instituted a program of investigation and harassment against anti-war groups the response of the Nixon Administration to such demonstrations was a "PR" offensive and rhetorical warfare. Vice President Spiro Agnew launched the first verbal attack against the demonstrators.  Speaking at a dinner in Jackson, Mississippi on October 20th, Agnew attacked "liberal intellectuals," asserting that they possessed a "masochistic compulsion to destroy their country's strength." [6]  Ten days later, Agnew spoke in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; there he argued that the student now goes to college to proclaim rather than to learn. A spirit of  national masochism prevails, encouraged by an effete corps of impudent snobs who characterize themselves as intellectuals 

Fueled by speechwriters William Safire and Pat Buchanan, the broadsides would continue. Agnew spoke of "nattering nabobs of negativism" and "pusillanimous pussyfooters."  The leaders of the Vietnam Mobilization were described as "hard-core dissidents and professional anarchists;" others were called "ideological eunuchs" and "vultures" who "prey upon the good intensions of gullible men." Agnew insinuated that the youth who protested "overwhelm themselves with drugs and artificial stimulants" and, as a result, "subtlety is lost and fine distinctions based on acute reasoning are carelessly ignored." [8]. 

                                         Fall 1969: The Silent Majority & the Politics of Polarization                                                                                                                                        

  The polarizing effect of Vice President Agnew’s attacks was intentional and part of the political strategy of the administration. As Agnew noted, "I say it is time for a positive polarization. It is time to rip away the rhetoric and to divide on authentic lines." [9] President Nixon and his political advisors were strongly influenced by The Emerging Republican Majority, published by Kevin Phillips in 1969 and called "The Political Bible of the Nixon Era" by Newsweek magazine.  In the book, Phillips argued that the once potent New Deal coalition of the Democrats was in shambles.  Nixon could, Phillips contended, build a permanent national majority for the Republicans by holding his traditional Republican base while augmenting that base with southern Democrats (many of whom voted for George Wallace in 1968) and other conservative elements in the Democratic Party.

At 9:30 PM on November 3, President Nixon addressed a national television audience from the White House. This speech, whose date was announced just two days before the first moratorium, was designed to buy time in Vietnam and to reach out to dissident Democrats along with Nixon's core constituency. In the speech, the president traced the history of American involvement in Vietnam, highlighted the negotiating efforts of administration since taking office, outlined his policy of Vietnamization, and placed the blame for the continuation of war on the government of North Vietnam. The speech reached its crescendo when he appealed to the public for support: 

[Transcript of President Nixon's "Silent Majority Speech"]                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

"The Silent Majority" Speech

Richard Nixon 
Speech (November 3, 1969)

 Nixon's Address to the Nation on the War in Vietnam

"The Silent Majority" Vietnamization Speech

 

Good evening, my fellow Americans:

Tonight I want to talk to you on a subject of deep concern to all Americans and to many people in all parts of the world--the war in Vietnam.

I believe that one of the reasons for the deep division about Vietnam is that many Americans have lost confidence in what their Government has told them about our policy. The American people cannot and should not be asked to support a policy which involves the overriding issues of war and peace unless they know the truth about that policy.

Tonight, therefore, I would like to answer some of the questions that I know are on the minds of many of you listening to me.

How and why did America get involved in Vietnam in the first place?

How has this administration changed the policy of the previous administration?

What has really happened in the negotiations in Paris and on the battlefront in Vietnam?

What choices do we have if we are to end the war?

What are the prospects for peace?

Now, let me begin by describing the situation I found when I was inaugurated on January 20.

--The war had been going on for 4 years.

--31,000 Americans had been killed in action.

--The training program for the South Vietnamese was behind schedule.

--540,000 Americans were in Vietnam with no plans to reduce the number.

--No progress had been made at the negotiations in Paris and the United States had not put forth a comprehensive peace proposal.

--The war was causing deep division at home and criticism from many of our friends as well as our enemies abroad.

In view of these circumstances there were some who urged that I end the war at once by ordering the immediate withdrawal of all American forces.

From a political standpoint this would have been a popular and easy course to follow. After all, we became involved in the war while my predecessor was in office. I could blame the defeat which would be the result of my action on him and come out as the Peacemaker. Some put it to me quite bluntly: This was the only way to avoid allowing Johnson's war to become Nixon's war.

But I had a greater obligation than to think only of the years of my administration and of the next election. I had to think of the effect of my decision on the next generation and on the future of peace and freedom in America and in the world.

Let us all understand that the question before us is not whether some Americans are for peace and some Americans are against peace. The question at issue is not whether Johnson's war becomes Nixon's war.

The great question is: How can we win America's peace?

Well, let us turn now to the fundamental issue. Why and how did the United States become involved in Vietnam in the first place?

Fifteen years ago North Vietnam, with the logistical support of Communist China and the Soviet Union, launched a campaign to impose a Communist government on South Vietnam by instigating and supporting a revolution.

In response to the request of the Government of South Vietnam, President Eisenhower sent economic aid and military equipment to assist the people of South Vietnam in their efforts to prevent a Communist takeover. Seven years ago, President Kennedy sent 16,000 military personnel to Vietnam as combat advisers. Four years ago, President Johnson sent American combat forces to South Vietnam.

Now, many believe that President Johnson's decision to send American combat forces to South Vietnam was wrong. And many others-I among them-have been strongly critical of the way the war has been conducted.

But the question facing us today is: Now that we are in the war, what is the best way to end it?

In January I could only conclude that the precipitate withdrawal of American forces from Vietnam would be a disaster not only for South Vietnam but for the United States and for the cause of peace.

For the South Vietnamese, our precipitate withdrawal would inevitably allow the Communists to repeat the massacres which followed their takeover in the North 15 years before.

--They then murdered more than 50,000 people and hundreds of thousands more died in slave labor camps.

--We saw a prelude of what would happen in South Vietnam when the Communists entered the city of Hue last year. During their brief rule there, there was a bloody reign of terror in which 3,000 civilians were clubbed, shot to death, and buried in mass graves.

--With the sudden collapse of our support, these atrocities of Hue would become the nightmare of the entire nation-and particularly for the million and a half Catholic refugees who fled to South Vietnam when the Communists took over in the North.

For the United States, this first defeat in our Nation's history would result in a collapse of confidence in American leadership, not only in Asia but throughout the world.

Three American Presidents have recognized the great stakes involved in Vietnam and understood what had to be done.

In 1963, President Kennedy, with his characteristic eloquence and clarity, said: ". . . we want to see a stable government there, carrying on a struggle to maintain its national independence.

"We believe strongly in that. We are not going to withdraw from that effort. In my opinion, for us to withdraw from that effort would mean a collapse not only of South Viet-Nam, but Southeast Asia. So we are going to stay there."

President Eisenhower and President Johnson expressed the same conclusion during their terms of office.

For the future of peace, precipitate withdrawal would thus be a disaster of immense magnitude.

--A nation cannot remain great if it betrays its allies and lets down its friends.

--Our defeat and humiliation in South Vietnam without question would promote recklessness in the councils of those great powers who have not yet abandoned their goals of world conquest.

--This would spark violence wherever our commitments help maintain the peace-in the Middle East, in Berlin, eventually even in the Western Hemisphere.

Ultimately, this would cost more lives.

It would not bring peace; it would bring more war.

For these reasons, I rejected the recommendation that I should end the war by immediately withdrawing all of our forces. I chose instead to change American policy on both the negotiating front and battlefront.

In order to end a war fought on many fronts, I initiated a pursuit for peace on many fronts.

In a television speech on May 14, in a speech before the United Nations, and on a number of other occasions I set forth our peace proposals in great detail.

--We have offered the complete withdrawal of all outside forces within 1 year.

--We have proposed a cease-fire under international supervision.

--We have offered free elections under international supervision with the Communists participating in the organization and conduct of the elections as an organized political force. And the Saigon Government has pledged to accept the result of the elections.

We have not put forth our proposals on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. We have indicated that we are willing to discuss the proposals that have been put forth by the other side. We have declared that anything is negotiable except the right of the people of South Vietnam to determine their own future. At the Paris peace conference, Ambassador Lodge has demonstrated our flexibility and good faith in 40 public meetings.

Hanoi has refused even to discuss our proposals. They demand our unconditional acceptance of their terms, which are that we withdraw all American forces immediately and unconditionally and that we overthrow the Government of South Vietnam as we leave. . . .

But the effect of all the public, private, and secret negotiations which have been undertaken since the bombing halt a year ago and since this administration came into office on January 20, can be summed up in one sentence: No progress whatever has been made except agreement on the shape of the bargaining table.

Well now, who is at fault?

It has become clear that the obstacle in negotiating an end to the war is not the President of the United States. It is not the South Vietnamese Government.

The obstacle is the other side's absolute refusal to show the least willingness to join us in seeking a just peace. And it will not do so while it is convinced that all it has to do is to wait for our next concession, and our next concession after that one, until it gets everything it wants.

There can now be no longer any question that progress in negotiation depends only on Hanoi's deciding to negotiate, to negotiate seriously.

I realize that this report on our efforts on the diplomatic front is discouraging to the American people, but the American people are entitled to know the truth-the bad news as well as the good news where the lives of our young men are involved.

Now let me turn, however, to a more encouraging report on another front.

At the time we launched our search for peace I recognized we might not succeed in bringing an end to the war through negotiation. I, therefore, put into effect another plan to bring peace-a plan which will bring the war to an end regardless of what happens on the negotiating front.

It is in line with a major shift in U.S. foreign policy which I described in my press conference at Guam on July, 25. Let me briefly explain what has been described as the Nixon Doctrine-a policy which not only will help end the war in Vietnam, but which is an essential element of our program to prevent future Vietnams.

We Americans are a do-it-yourself people. We are an impatient people. Instead of teaching someone else to do a job, we like to do it ourselves. And this trait has been carried over into our foreign policy.

In Korea and again in Vietnam, the United States furnished most of the money, most of the arms, and most of the men to help the people of those countries defend their freedom against Communist aggression.

Before any American troops were committed to Vietnam, a leader of another Asian country expressed this opinion to me when I was traveling in Asia as a private citizen. He said: "When you are trying to assist another nation defend its freedom, U.S. policy should be to help them fight the war but not to fight the war for them."

Well, in accordance with this wise counsel, I laid down in Guam three principles as guidelines for future American policy toward Asia:

--First, the United States will keep all of its treaty commitments.

--Second, we shall provide a shield if a nuclear power threatens the freedom of a nation allied with us or of a nation whose survival we consider vital to our security.

--Third, in cases involving other types of aggression, we shall furnish military and economic assistance when requested in accordance with our treaty commitments. But we shall look to the nation directly threatened to assume the primary responsibility of providing the manpower for its defense.

After I announced this policy, I found that the leaders of the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, South Korea, and other nations which might be threatened by Communist aggression, welcomed this new direction in American foreign policy.

The defense of freedom is everybody's business-not just America's business. And it is particularly the responsibility of the people whose freedom is threatened. In the previous administration, we Americanized the war in Vietnam. In this administration, we are Vietnamizing the search for peace.

The policy of the previous administration not only resulted in our assuming the primary responsibility for fighting the war, but even more significantly did not adequately stress the goal of strengthening the South Vietnamese so that they could defend themselves when we left.

The Vietnamization plan was launched following Secretary Laird's visit to Vietnam in March. Under the plan, I ordered first a substantial increase in the training and equipment of South Vietnamese forces.

In July, on my visit to Vietnam, I changed General Abrams' orders so that they were consistent with the objectives of our new policies. Under the new orders, the primary mission of our troops is to enable the South Vietnamese forces to assume the full responsibility for the security of South Vietnam.

Our air operations have been reduced by over 20 percent.

And now we have begun to see the results of this long overdue change in American policy in Vietnam.

--After 5 years of Americans going into Vietnam, we are finally bringing American men home. By December 15, over 60,000 men will have been withdrawn from South Vietnam-including 20 percent of all of our combat forces.

--The South Vietnamese have continued to gain in strength. As a result they have been able to take over combat responsibilities from our American troops.

Two other significant developments have occurred since this administration took office.

--Enemy infiltration, infiltration which is essential if they are to launch a major attack, over the last 3 months is less than 20 percent of what it was over the same period last year.

--Most important-United States casualties have declined during the last 2 months to the lowest point in 3 years.

Let me now turn to our program for the future.

We have adopted a plan which we have worked out in cooperation with the South Vietnamese for the complete withdrawal of all U.S. combat ground forces, and their replacement by South Vietnamese forces on an orderly scheduled timetable. This withdrawal will be made from strength and not from weakness. As South Vietnamese forces become stronger, the rate of American withdrawal can become greater.

I have not and do not intend to announce the timetable for our program. And there are obvious reasons for this decision which I am sure you will understand. As I have indicated on several occasions, the rate of withdrawal will depend on developments on three fronts.

One of these is the progress which can be or might be made in the Paris talks. An announcement of a fixed timetable for our withdrawal would completely remove any incentive for the enemy to negotiate an agreement. They would simply wait until our forces had withdrawn and then move in.

The other two factors on which we will base our withdrawal decisions are the level of enemy activity and the progress of the training programs of the South Vietnamese forces. And I am glad to be able to report tonight progress on both of these fronts has been greater than we anticipated when we started the program in June for withdrawal. As a result, our timetable for withdrawal is more optimistic now than when we made our first estimates in June. Now, this clearly demonstrates why it is not wise to be frozen in on a fixed timetable.

We must retain the flexibility to base each withdrawal decision on the situation as it is at that time rather than on estimates that are no longer valid.

Along with this optimistic estimate, I must-in all candor-leave one note of caution.

If the level of enemy activity significantly increases we might have to adjust our timetable accordingly.

However, I want the record to be completely clear on one point.

At the time of the bombing halt just a year ago, there was some confusion as to whether there was an understanding on the part of the enemy that if we stopped the bombing of North Vietnam they would stop the shelling of cities in South Vietnam. I want to be sure that there is no misunderstanding on the part of the enemy with regard to our withdrawal Program.

We have noted the reduced level of infiltration, the reduction of our casualties, and are basing our withdrawal decisions partially on those factors.

If the level of infiltration or our casualties increase while we are trying to scale down the fighting, it will be the result of a conscious decision by the enemy.

Hanoi could make no greater mistake than to assume that an increase in violence will be to its advantage. If I conclude that increased enemy action jeopardizes our remaining forces in Vietnam, I shall not hesitate to take strong and effective measures to deal with that situation.

This is not a threat. This is a statement of policy, which as Commander in Chief of our Armed Forces, I am making in meeting my responsibility for the protection of American fighting men wherever they may be.

My fellow Americans, I am sure you can recognize from what I have said that we really only have two choices open to us if we want to end this war.

--I can order an immediate, precipitate withdrawal of all Americans from Vietnam without regard to the effects of that action.

--Or we can persist in our search for a just peace through a negotiated settlement if possible, or through continued implementation of our plan for Vietnamization if necessary-a plan in which we will withdraw all of our forces from Vietnam on a schedule in accordance with our program, as the South Vietnamese become strong enough to defend their own freedom.

I have chosen this second course.

It is not the easy way.

It is the right way.

It is a plan which will end the war and serve the cause of peace-not just in Vietnam but in the Pacific and in the world.

In speaking of the consequences of a precipitate withdrawal, I mentioned that our allies would lose confidence in America.

Far more dangerous, we would lose confidence in ourselves. Oh, the immediate reaction would be a sense of relief that our men were coming home. But as we saw the consequences of what we had done, inevitable remorse and divisive recrimination would scar our spirit as a people.

We have faced other crisis in our history and have become stronger by rejecting the easy way out and taking the right way in meeting our challenges. Our greatness as a nation has been our capacity to do what had to be done when we knew our course was right.

I recognize that some of my fellow citizens disagree with the plan for peace I have chosen. Honest and patriotic Americans have reached different conclusions as to how peace should be achieved.

In San Francisco a few weeks ago, I saw demonstrators carrying signs reading: "Lose in Vietnam, bring the boys home."

Well, one of the strengths of our free society is that any American has a right to reach that conclusion and to advocate that point of view. But as President of the United States, I would be untrue to my oath of office if I allowed the policy of this Nation to be dictated by the minority who hold that point of view and who try to impose it on the Nation by mounting demonstrations in the street.

For almost 200 years, the policy of this Nation has been made under our Constitution by those leaders in the Congress and the White House elected by all of the people. If a vocal minority, however fervent its cause, prevails over reason and the will of the majority, this Nation has no future as a free society.

And now I would like to address a word, if I may, to the young people of this Nation who are particularly concerned, and I understand why they are concerned, about this war.

I respect your idealism.

I share your concern for peace.

I want peace as much as you do.

There are powerful personal reasons I want to end this war. This week I will have to sign 83 letters to mothers, fathers, wives, and loved ones of men who have given their lives for America in Vietnam. It is very little satisfaction to me that this is only one-third as many letters as I signed the first week in office. There is nothing I want more than to see the day come when I do not have to write any of those letters.

--I want to end the war to save the lives of those brave young men in Vietnam.

--But I want to end it in a way which will increase the chance that their younger brothers and their sons will not have to fight in some future Vietnam someplace in the world.

--And I want to end the war for another reason. I want to end it so that the energy and dedication of you, our young people, now too often directed into bitter hatred against those responsible for the war, can be turned to the great challenges of peace, a better life for all Americans, a better life for all people on this earth.

I have chosen a plan for peace. I believe it will succeed.

If it does succeed, what the critics say now won't matter. If it does not succeed, anything I say then won't matter.

I know it may not be fashionable to speak of patriotism or national destiny these days. But I feel it is appropriate to do so on this occasion

Two hundred years ago this Nation was weak and poor. But even then, America was the hope of millions in the world. Today we have become the strongest and richest nation in the world. And the wheel of destiny has turned so that any hope the world has for the survival of peace and freedom will be determined by whether the American people have the moral stamina and the courage to meet the challenge of free world leadership.

Let historians not record that when America was the most powerful nation in the world we passed on the other side of the road and allowed the last hopes for peace and freedom of millions of people to be suffocated by the forces of totalitarianism.

And so tonight-to you, the great silent majority of my fellow Americans-I ask for your support.

I pledged in my campaign for the Presidency to end the war in a way that we could win the peace. I have initiated a plan of action which will enable me to keep that pledge.

The more support I can have from the American people, the sooner that pledge can be redeemed; for the more divided we are at home, the less likey, the enemy is to negotiate at Paris.

Let us be united for peace. Let us also be united against defeat. Because let us understand: North Vietnam cannot defeat or humiliate the United States. Only Americans can do that.

Fifty years ago, in this room and at this very desk, President Woodrow Wilson spoke words which caught the imagination of a war-weary world. He said: "This is the war to end war." His dream for peace after World War I was shattered on the hard realities of great power politics and Woodrow Wilson died a broken man.

Tonight I do not tell you that the war in Vietnam is the war to end wars. But I do say this: I have initiated a plan which Will end this war in a way that will bring us closer to that great goal to which Woodrow Wilson and every American President in our history has been dedicated-the goal of a just and lasting peace.

As President I hold the responsibility for choosing the best path to that goal and then leading the Nation along it.

I pledge to you tonight that I shall meet this responsibility with all of the strength and wisdom I can command in accordance with your hopes, mindful of your concerns, sustained by your prayers.

Thank you and goodnight.

 


----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The public reaction to the president's speech was most favorable. Among those who watched the address, 77% approved of how Nixon was handling the situation in Vietnam and only 6% disapproved. In the wake of the speech, Nixon's overall approval rating climbed from 56% to 67%. Although Nixon had increased his personal support, other indicators suggested that the public remained divided on policy in Vietnam. 55% of public now classified themselves as "doves" with only 31% using the "hawk" label (down from 41% after the TET offensive). The following results were obtained when the public was asked to consider alternative plans for Vietnam:    

        Withdraw all troops immediately                                           19%
        Withdraw all troops by the end of 1970                                22%
        Withdraw troops but take as long as needed for                   40%
        Vietnamization to work
        Send more troops & step up fighting                                     11%
        No Opinion                                                                               8%

The ambivalence in opinion was obvious. Support for Vietnamization would depend upon the length of time the process would take. 

In addition to buttressing his public support, the "Silent Majority Speech" was also used by the Nixon Administration to isolate another opponent --- the national media. As was the practice at the time, the networks followed the broadcast of the speech with commentary and analysis.  Nixon was infuriated. Despite the public response and his belief  that the speech was a "milestone and turning point," Nixon decided "to take on the TV network news organizations for their biased and distorted 'instant analysis.’ The attacks on the anti-war movement would be expanded to include the networks with Vice President Agnew leading the way.



The venue was a meeting of Republicans in Des Moines, Iowa. On November 13, Vice President Agnew addressed the group. After a "suggestion" from the administration, the networks broadcast the speech. Agnew first complained about "a small band of network commentators and self-appointed analysts" who subjected the President Nixon's speech "to instant analysis and querulous criticism." He then embarked on a lengthy analysis and critique of the power of the media. The news, Agnew argued, "That forty-million Americans receive each night is determined by a handful of men responsible to their corporate employers, and filtered through a handful of commentators who admit to their own set of biases." Arguing that the news was distorted and, at times, manufactured, Agnew asked "[How many marchers would we have if the marchers did not know that the ever-faithful TV cameras would be there to record their antics for the next news show?"  Agnew then concluded by urging his audience to question the power of the media, a power that was "in the hands of a small and unelected elite." 

[Complete Transcript of Vice President Agnew's speech in Des Moines]  Press Ctrl + Click

Since the moratorium of October 15th then, the administration had managed to bolster its public support and, at the same time, to identify both the leaders of the anti-war movement and the national media as objects worthy of scorn among the silent majority. 



In the wake of Agnew's Des Moines speech, the second mobilization drew over 250,000 demonstrators to Washington, D.C.  H.R. Haldeman, Nixon's Chief of Staff, recorded the following in his diary: "Mobe Day. The march turned out to be huge. Official estimate 250,000. By our photo count, it was 325,000. Anyway, it was really huge. E. Krogh and I went out in helicopter to look it over in the morning, very impressive."  

Spring 1970: Cambodia & Kent State

On April 20, 1970, President Nixon addressed a national television audience. In his speech, he reviewed the progress of his Vietnamization policy and announced that 150,000 American troops would be withdrawn from Vietnam in the following year. This was the third and largest announcement of troop withdrawals since Nixon took office. And, unlike the troop increases of the Johnson years, the announcements by Nixon were well publicized.

[Table: The Pace of Troop Withdrawals during the Nixon Administration] Press Ctrl + Click

Ten days later, Nixon took to the airwaves again. The news this time was more controversial as the president announced that American and South Vietnamese forces were launching an invasion of Cambodia. The object of the offensive was to wipe out sanctuaries within Cambodia that were used by the North Vietnamese infiltrating the south. 



In his speech, Nixon emphasized not only the strategic value of the operation but also American credibility.  "If, when the chips are down," the president argued, "the world's most powerful nation, the United States of America, acts like a pitiful, helpless giant, the forces of totalitarianism and anarchy will threaten free nations and free institutions throughout the world."  In order to persuade the public, the speech exaggerated the strategic value of the operation and contained a number of "whoppers  The address concluded with a classic Nixonian flourish as the president asserted that "I would rather be a one-term President and do what is right than to be a two-term President at the cost of seeing America become a second-rate power and to see this Nation accept the first defeat in its proud 190-year history."

The response of public opinion to the military action was peculiar. The public approved of the way Nixon was handling the situation in Cambodia by a margin of 50% to 35%; in response to the question of whether U.S. troops should be sent to Cambodia, only 25% responded affirmatively while 59% said troops should not be sent.  

The day after the speech, Nixon's impromptu remarks about campus unrest diverted substantial attention from the reports on the Cambodian operation:

                You see these bums, you know, blowing up the campuses. Listen,
                the boys that are on the college campuses today are the luckiest
                people in the world, going to the greatest universities, and here they
                are burning up the books, I mean storming around about this 
                issue -- I mean you name it -- get rid of the war; there will be
                 another one.  
            

        
   

Despite the nature of the polls, the "Cambodian decision" triggered a firestorm of protest.  The most publicized occurred on the campus of Kent State University in northeast Ohio. On the evening of May 1, 1970, antiwar protests turned violent when the ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corp) building was torched. In response, the Governor of Ohio, James Rhodes, dispatched the National Guard to Kent. During another demonstration on Monday, May 4th, members of the National Guard began firing at demonstrators.  Four students were killed and eight injured.

In the wake of Kent State, all hell broke loose. Two students were killed when Mississippi State police fired on a crowd of students at Jackson State University. 450 colleges and universities went on strike; Governor Ronald Reagan closed the entire college and university system in California; within a week, the National Guard had been deployed in sixteen different states and on 21 different campuses. A number of universities simply closed down for the year.

          

In the weeks after Kent State, "hard hats" --- the slang for workers in construction and the building trades --- staged a series of demonstrations in support of Nixon. In one New York City demonstration, the "hardhats" attacked a group of antiwar demonstrators with "fists, boots, and hammers, chanting 'Love It or Leave It.  These blue collar workers, traditionally Democratic voters, were one of the groups Nixon hoped to attract with the politics of polarization.  

The remainder of 1970 saw a continuation of the Vietnamization policy. By the end of the 1970, there were 335,000 American troops in Vietnam (down from 537,000 at the end of Johnson's term) with an average monthly casualty rate of 344 (down from an average of 1,200 during 1968). 

The Problems of 1971

The political fortunes of the Nixon administration hit a low point in 1971, the third year of the administration.

The Laotian Incursion

 In early February, the South Vietnamese army, backed by the US air and tactical support, launched an incursion into Laos with the intent of cutting off the Ho Chi Minh trail. Initially, the operation was successful with South Vietnamese forces moving twenty miles deep into Laos.  On February 20th, the North Vietnamese launched a counteroffensive and, during nearly a month of fighting, captured the territory initially occupied by South Vietnamese forces. On March 19th, the U.S. began an airlift to remove South Vietnamese from Laos and on March 24th, the operation was officially declared at an end.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Ho Chi Minh trail.                                                        South Vietnamese troops in Laos

The Laotian incursion was seen as the first "test" of Nixon's Vietnamization policy in the sense of revealing whether the army of South Vietnam could sustain an offensive. The results were, at best, mixed. As Stephen Ambrose notes, "the offensive designed to prove that Vietnamization was working had turned into a rout, made painfully visible to American television viewers by footage showing ARVN troops fighting among themselves for a place on American helicopters extracting them from Laos. 

The My Lai Massacre

While coverage of the "Laotian incursion" dominated the news in February, the story of Laos had to share billing with another --- the My Lai killings and the trial of Lieutenant William Calley. On March 16, 1968, U.S. forces were conducting a "search and destroy" operation against the Viet Cong and entered the village of My Lai. The story first broke in late 1969 and throughout 1970; the Army conducted an internal investigation. The result was that Lieutenant William Calley and Captain Ernest Medina would be brought before a court martial on the charge of murder. 

    

                                                                                                                                  Lieutenant William Calley
      
 On March 29, 1971, Calley was convicted of the murder of civilians; on March 31st, he was sentenced to life in prison. The conviction and sentence produced a storm of protest.  Essentially, polls showed that the public disagreed with the conviction and sentence, believed that Calley was only following orders, and that he was used by the Army as a scapegoat. 

 In the wake of this reaction, President Nixon ordered Calley removed from the stockade and placed under "house arrest." He promised to review Calley's case. On August 20, 1971, Calley's sentence was reduced to 20 years and on September 10, 1975; he was paroled after serving 3 1/2 years. Captain Ernest Medina, Calley's superior officer, was acquitted of all murder charges September of 1971.

The Spring Protests

The coming of spring brought more anti-war protests to Washington D.C.  There were sizable demonstrations in March, April, and May 1971. The April demonstrations were led by the organization known as Vietnam Veterans against the War (VVAW). The most dramatic moment of the April protests occurred near the Capitol Building where numerous combat veterans threw back their medals to protest Nixon's continuation of the war.  

  

    

Another round of demonstrations began on May 3, 1971. This effort involved attempts by demonstrators to shut down the city. As H.R. Haldeman, Nixon's Chief of Staff, records in his diary: 

                        It all went reasonably well; they were able to keep traffic open
                        and keep the city under control, although a lot of the demonstrators
                        were running loose. Ultimately they ended up arresting about 8,000
                        of them and holding them in a stockade sort of setup out at Kennedy
                        Stadium.  They finally put them in the Uline Arena to hole them up 
                        for tonight and do the processing and then releasing them after
                        putting up bail. The P was concerned that we perhaps should let 
                        them out and let them disrupt traffic rather than keeping them locked
                        up. 

The events of early 1971 registered an impact on the polls. The Harris Poll records that positive evaluation of Nixon's handling of Vietnam dropped from 44% to 34% in the wake of the Laotian incursion. In the Gallup Poll, approval of Nixon's overall job performance dropped to 48% in June, the lowest level recorded during his first term. 

Nixon Rebounds
Diplomacy, War, and Reelection 

President Nixon was far from a passive observer of unfolding events. The removal of U.S. forces associated with Vietnamization continued. On April 7, 1971, Nixon announced, in a nationally televised speech, that 100,000 troops would be withdrawn by the end of the year.  In an impromptu news conference on November 11th, he reported that another 45,000 would be withdrawn by February 1st, 1972.  By the end of 1971, the number of U.S. troops in Vietnam would stand at 157,000; the average number of casualties per month would fall to 123.  

The administration also made three "blockbuster" policy announcements in 1971.  On May 20th, Nixon announced before a national television audience that the United States and Soviet Union had reached tentative agreements on limiting anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems and strategic arms (SALT).  Next came relations with the People's Republic of China.  In a nationally broadcast address on the evening of July 15, President Nixon announced that, after a series of secret meetings, the government of the PRC had extended an invitation --- which he accepted --- for the president to visit the country. Finally, on August 15th, the president informed the public of his "New Economic Policy."  The policy included a 90 day freeze of wages and prices along with abandoning the gold standard for the U.S. dollar.  

 By 1972, both the troop levels in Vietnam and American casualties had been substantially reduced.  Additional announcements of troop reductions accelerated. There were announcements in November 1971 (45,000), January 1972 (70,000), April 1972 (20,000) and June (10,000).  As a result, the number of American personnel stationed in Vietnam on election day 1972 was 27,400.  

  

Further, as the figure below demonstrates, the monthly average of American casualties dropped from 123 in 1971 to 22 in 1972.   



In February 1972, President Nixon made his landmark trip to China where he met with Chairman Mao Tse-Tung and conducted negotiations with Premier Chou En-Lai. The visit was a symbolized U.S. recognition of the PRC, a recognition that had been withheld since the victorious communist revolution led by Mao in 1949.

                                                                                                            

                                                                                                  U.S. President Richard Nixon visited China from February 21-28, 1972

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                 


    

The President next turned his attention to the Soviet Union. In May, he traveled to Europe and then Moscow. There, he and Secretary Leonid Brezhnev signed the historic SALT I treaty and, in several media events, trumpeted the coming era of detente.  

      

President Richard Nixon and Russian leader Leonid Brezhnev sign the SALT treaty, freezing certain                                                                                                                                                   U.S. and Soviet weapons systems, on May 26, 1972 in the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia. 



President Richard Nixon and Russian leader Leonid Brezhnev ,1972



President Richard Nixon and Russian leader Leonid Brezhnev, 1972

Apart from their substantive significance, the China and Russia initiatives boosted Nixon's public support and placed him in a strong position for his 1972 re-election campaign in the fall.  Whereas Nixon's public support had bottomed out in 1971, the events of 1972 reversed the decline and placed his public support on an upward trajectory.  



As Nixon pursued the ceremonial aspects of triangular diplomacy, he also acted on the "madman theory" as well.  In response to a North Vietnamese "spring offensive" against the south, the U.S. launched heavy bombing raids (February 10), called a halt to the talks in Paris (March 23), bombed fuel and supply depots in Haiphong (March 30).  On the eve of Nixon's trip to Moscow, it was revealed that the U.S. had mined North Vietnamese harbors and in the wake of the trip, the U.S. launched new rounds of bombing raids on Hanoi and Haiphong (June 9th and August 28th). 

On October 26th, National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger returned to the United States and speaking before the press announced that "[W]e believe that peace is at hand."  The announcement was premature. Although Kissinger had reached a general understanding with his North Vietnamese counterpart, Le Duc Tho, on the outline of an agreement, there were details to iron out.  More importantly, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu announced that he would not accept an agreement unless the North Vietnamese withdrew their troops from the south and recognized the sovereignty of his government.  

      
Peace is at Hand? 
Henry Kissinger with Le Duc Tho, Nguyen Van Thieu 

The failure to bring negotiations to a close had little impact on the outcome of the 1972 presidential election. Nixon thoroughly defeated his Democratic opponent, Senator George McGovern of South Dakota. The president won 60.7% of the popular vote to McGovern's 37.5%; Nixon carried 49 of the 50 states to win 520 electoral votes while McGovern carried only Massachusetts and the District of Columbia for a total of 17 electoral votes. 

 
Senator George McGovern 

Vietnam: The End Game 

In the wake of his reelection, Nixon again relied upon the "madman" theory. In response to North Vietnamese intransigence, the president ordered a new bombing campaign, Linebacker I, against the north.  The so-called "Christmas bombing" campaign began on December 18th and continued, with a pause on Christmas day itself, until December 30th (Karnow, 654).  

In the meantime, President Thieu of South Vietnam was pressured, indeed threatened, to accept an agreement.  The core of Thieu's position was that North Vietnamese troops must be withdrawn from the South; as drafted, the Paris agreement permitted North Vietnamese troops to remain in areas that they controlled in the South. On December 19th, General Alexander Haig was sent to Saigon to meet with Thieu and deliver a personal letter from President Nixon (drafted by Henry Kissinger). "Let me emphasize," Nixon wrote, that General Haig is not coming to Saigon for the purpose of negotiating with you.  The time has come for us to present a united front in negotiating with our enemies, and you must decide now whether you desire to continue our alliance or whether you want me to seek a settlement with the enemy which serves U.S. interests alone. 

In a nationally televised address on January 23, 1973, President Nixon announced that the United States had reached an agreement to end the war in Vietnam.  The agreement established a ceasefire throughout Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos), stipulated that the U.S. would withdraw its remaining troops from Vietnam, and that the American prisoners of war would be returned.  It also recognized that the Thieu government would remain in power but permitted North Vietnamese troops to remain in the South. 

The program for releasing the POWs began on February 11, 1973.  The return of the servicemen to the United States received substantial coverage on all television networks. 

                                                                                           

                                                                                        14 Feb 1973, Travis Air Force Base, California, USA --- Vietnam War POW's Returning Home 1973  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     President Nixon and Returning POW, John McCain                                                                                                                                                                                  

The announcement of the peace agreement and return of the POWs represents the high water mark of the Nixon administration.  In the wake of the January 23rd speech, public support for Nixon climbed to 67%, the highest level recorded for Nixon during his time as president. As the successor to the Lyndon Johnson who died on January 22, 1973, one day before the Nixon's official announcement of a ceasefire --- Nixon required 48 months and an additional 15,183 battle deaths to end the war (see below).





                                       Ending the Vietnam War, 1973-1975 

Newly elected President Richard M. Nixon declared in 1969 that he would continue the American involvement in the Vietnam War in order to end the conflict and secure "peace with honor" for the United States and for its ally, South Vietnam. Unfortunately, Communist North Vietnam's leaders, believing that time were on their side, steadfastly refused to negotiate seriously. Indeed, in March 1972 they attempted to bypass negotiations altogether with a full-scale invasion of the South. Called the Easter Offensive by the United States, the invasion at first appeared to succeed. By late summer, however, Nixon's massive application of American air power blunted the offensive. At this point, the North Vietnamese began to negotiate in earnest. In early October, American and North Vietnamese representatives met in Paris. By October 11, they had hammered out a peace agreement. Its key elements were: all parties would initiate a cease-fire in place 24 hours after signing the agreement; U.S. forces and all foreign troops would withdraw from South Vietnam no later than 60 days after signing the agreement; American prisoners would be released simultaneously with the withdrawal of American and foreign forces; and a National Council of National Reconciliation and Concord would be created to organize and oversee free and democratic elections to determine the political future of the South. 

The agreement represented a victory for the North Vietnamese but also it seemed to provide an honorable way out for the Americans. Nixon quickly approved the terms. On October 22, however, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu stopped the process in its tracks. Especially infuriating to him was the cease-fire in place. It left thousands of North Vietnamese soldiers in South Vietnam (estimates ranged from 140,000 to 300,000) well positioned to continue the war when the Americans departed. To gain Thieu's support, the Americans reopened negotiations with the North Vietnamese based on his objections. This so offended the North Vietnamese that they too insisted on renegotiating several settled issues. By mid December the talks had collapsed. 

Diplomacy had failed and a greatly frustrated Nixon concluded that only force could persuade Hanoi that negotiating with the United States was preferable to continuing the war. The President ordered his military commanders to mine Haiphong Harbor and to initiate a sustained air campaign in the Hanoi-Haiphong region. Beginning on December 18 and continuing for 11 days, American bombing attacked all significant military targets in the region. Even though the targets were military, the aim was psychological to shock the North Vietnamese back to the negotiations in a frame of mind to end the war. On December 26, the North Vietnamese signaled their willingness to be agreeable and to meet in early January. After 3 more days of bombing, Nixon ended the air campaign. Nixon also believed that the bombing would remind the South Vietnamese that American air power was the most powerful weapon against the North Vietnamese, and that its continued availability was contingent upon South Vietnamese support of the agreement. 

Nixon's plan worked and in early January 1973, the Americans and North Vietnamese ironed out the last details of the settlement. All parties to the conflict, including South Vietnam, signed the final agreement in Paris on January 27. As it turned out, only America honored the cease-fire. Furthermore, the National Council of National Reconciliation and Concord was stillborn. The North wanted to destroy South Vietnam while the South wanted to defeat the Northern forces. The inevitable solution, therefore, was to fight until one side won. Military facts on the ground, not words on paper, would determine South Vietnam's future. Additionally, within 24 hours of the cease-fire coming into effect, the return of the almost 600 American prisoners began, as did the redeployment home of the remaining American and South Korean troops in South Vietnam. The January accords, titled the "Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam," neither ended the war (except for the United States) nor restored the peace. A little over 2 years later, 30 North Vietnamese divisions conquered the South and restored peace in Vietnam. The American commitment to defend South Vietnam, described as unequivocal by Nixon and Kissinger, had been vitiated by the Watergate scandal and Nixon's subsequent resignation. By that time, the Paris Accords seemed memorable only as the vehicle on which the United States rode out of Southeast Asia. 

'Peace with Honor'Speech’

January 23, 1973 

This is the text of President Nixon's radio and television broadcast announcing the initialing of the Paris 'Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam'. 

Good evening. I have asked for this radio and television time tonight for the purpose of announcing that we today have concluded an agreement to end the war and bring peace with honor in Vietnam and in Southeast Asia. 

The following statement is being issued at this moment in Washington and Hanoi: 

At 12:30 Paris time today [Tuesday], January 23, 1973, the Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam was initialed by Dr. Henry Kissinger on behalf of the United States, and Special Adviser Le Duc Tho on behalf of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 

The agreement will be formally signed by the parties participating in the Paris Conference on Vietnam on January 27, 1973, at the International Conference Center in Paris. 

The cease-fire will take effect at 2400 Greenwich Mean Time, January 27, 1973. The United States and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam express the hope that this agreement will insure stable peace in Vietnam and contribute to the preservation of lasting peace in Indochina and Southeast Asia. 

That concludes the formal statement. 

Throughout the years of negotiations, we have insisted on peace with honor. In my addresses to the Nation from this room of January 25 and May 8, [1972] I set forth the goals that we considered essential for peace with honor. 

In the settlement that has now been agreed to, all the conditions that I laid down then have been met. A cease-fire, internationally supervised, will begin at 7 p.m., this Saturday, January 27, Washington time. Within 60 days from this Saturday, all Americans held prisoners of war throughout Indochina will be released. There will be the fullest possible accounting for all of those who are missing in action. 

During the same 60-day period, all American forces will be withdrawn from South Vietnam. 

The people of South Vietnam have been guaranteed the right to determine their own future, without outside interference. 

By joint agreement, the full text of the agreement and the protocols to carry it out, will be issued tomorrow. 

Throughout these negotiations we have been in the closest consultation with President Thieu and other representatives of the Republic of Vietnam. This settlement meets the goals and has the full support of President Thieu and the Government of the Republic of Vietnam, as well as that of our other allies who are affected. 

The United States will continue to recognize the Government of the Republic of Vietnam as the sole legitimate government of South Vietnam. 

We shall continue to aid South Vietnam within the terms of the agreement and we shall support efforts by the people of South Vietnam to settle their problems peacefully among themselves. 

We must recognize that ending the war is only the first step toward building the peace. All parties must now see to it that this is a peace that lasts, and also a peace that heals, and a peace that not only ends the war in Southeast Asia, but contributes to the prospects of peace in the whole world. 

This will mean that the terms of the agreement must be scrupulously adhered to. We shall do everything the agreement requires of us and we shall expect the other parties to do everything it requires of them. We shall also expect other interested nations to help insure that the agreement is carried out and peace is maintained. 

As this long and very difficult war ends, I would like to address a few special words to each of those who have been parties in the conflict. 

First, to the people and Government of South Vietnam: By your courage, by your sacrifice, you have won the precious right to determine your own future and you have developed the strength to defend that right. We look forward to working with you in the future, friends in peace as we have been allies in war. 

To the leaders of North Vietnam: As we have ended the war through negotiations, let us now build a peace of reconciliation. For our part; we are prepared to make a major effort to help achieve that goal. But just as reciprocity was needed to end the war, so, too, will it be needed to build and strengthen the peace. 

To the other major powers that have been involved even indirectly: Now is the time for mutual restraint so that the peace we have achieved can last. 

And finally, to all of you who are listening, the American people: Your steadfastness in supporting our insistence on peace with honor has made peace with honor possible. I know that you would not have wanted that peace jeopardized. With our secret negotiations at the sensitive stage they were in during this recent period, for me to have discussed publicly our efforts to secure peace would not only have violated our understanding with North Vietnam, it would have seriously harmed and possibly destroyed the chances for peace. Therefore, I know that you now can understand why, during these past several weeks, I have not made any public statements about those efforts. 

The important thing was not to talk about peace, but to get peace and to get the right kind of peace. This we have done. 

Now that we have achieved an honorable agreement, let us be proud that America did not settle for a peace that would have betrayed our allies, that would have abandoned our prisoners of war, or that would have ended the war for us but would have continued the war for the 50 million people of Indochina. Let us be proud of the 2 1/2 million young Americans who served in Vietnam, who served with honor and distinction in one of the most selfless enterprises in the history of nations. And let us be proud of those who sacrificed, who gave their lives so that the people of South Vietnam might live in freedom and so that the world might live in peace. 

In particular, I would like to say a word to some of the bravest people I have ever met-the wives, the children, the families of our prisoners of war and the missing in action. When others called on us to settle on any terms, you had the courage to stand for the right kind of peace so that those who died and those who suffered would not have died and suffered in vain, and so that, where this generation knew war, the next generation would know peace. Nothing means more to me at this moment than the fact that your long vigil is coming to an end. 

Just yesterday, a great American, who once occupied this office, died. In his life President [Lyndon B.] Johnson endured the vilification of those who sought to portray him as a man of war. But there was nothing he cared about more deeply than achieving a lasting peace in the world. 

I remember the last time I talked with him. It was just the day after New Year's. He spoke then of his concern with bringing peace, with making it the right kind of peace, and I was grateful that he once again expressed his support for my efforts to gain such a peace. No one would have welcomed this peace more than he. 

And I know he would join me in asking for those who died and for those who live, let us consecrate this moment by resolving together to make the peace we have achieved a peace that will last. 

Thank you and good evening. 


August 8, 1974:  President Nixon Resigns from Office. His televised Address to Nation



Good evening. 

This is the 37th time I have spoken to you from this office, where so many decisions have been made that shaped the history of this Nation. Each time I have done so to discuss with you some matter that I believe affected the national interest. 

In all the decisions I have made in my public life, I have always tried to do what was best for the Nation. Throughout the long and difficult period of Watergate, I have felt it was my duty to persevere, to make every possible effort to complete the term of office to which you elected me. 

In the past few days, however, it has become evident to me that I no longer have a strong enough political base in the Congress to justify continuing that effort. As long as there was such a base, I felt strongly that it was necessary to see the constitutional process through to its conclusion, that to do otherwise would be unfaithful to the spirit of that deliberately difficult process and a dangerously destabilizing precedent for the future. 

But with the disappearance of that base, I now believe that the constitutional purpose has been served, and there is no longer a need for the process to be prolonged. 

I would have preferred to carry through to the finish whatever the personal agony it would have involved, and my family unanimously urged me to do so. But the interests of the Nation must always come before any personal considerations. 

From the discussions I have had with Congressional and other leaders, I have concluded that because of the Watergate matter I might not have the support of the Congress that I would consider necessary to back the very difficult decisions and carry out the duties of this office in the way the interests of the Nation would require. 

I have never been a quitter. To leave office before my term is completed is abhorrent to every instinct in my body. But as President, I must put the interest of America first. America needs a full-time President and a full-time Congress, particularly at this time with problems we face at home and abroad. 

To continue to fight through the months ahead for my personal vindication would almost totally absorb the time and attention of both the President and the Congress in a period when our entire focus should be on the great issues of peace abroad and prosperity without inflation at home. 

Therefore, I shall resign the Presidency effective at noon tomorrow. Vice President Ford will be sworn in as President at that hour in this office. 

As I recall the high hopes for America with which we began this second term, I feel a great sadness that I will not be here in this office working on your behalf to achieve those hopes in the next 2 1/2 years. But in turning over direction of the Government to Vice President Ford, I know, as I told the Nation when I nominated him for that office 10 months ago, that the leadership of America will be in good hands. 

In passing this office to the Vice President, I also do so with the profound sense of the weight of responsibility that will fall on his shoulders tomorrow and, therefore, of the understanding, the patience, the cooperation he will need from all Americans. 

As he assumes that responsibility, he will deserve the help and the support of all of us. As we look to the future, the first essential is to begin healing the wounds of this Nation, to put the bitterness and divisions of the recent past behind us, and to rediscover those shared ideals that lie at the heart of our strength and unity as a great and as a free people. 

By taking this action, I hope that I will have hastened the start of that process of healing which is so desperately needed in America. 

I regret deeply any injuries that may have been done in the course of the events that led to this decision. I would say only that if some of my judgments were wrong, and some were wrong, they were made in what I believed at the time to be the best interest of the Nation. 

To those who have stood with me during these past difficult months, to my family, my friends, to many others who joined in supporting my cause because they believed it was right, I will be eternally grateful for your support. 

And to those who have not felt able to give me your support, let me say I leave with no bitterness toward those who have opposed me, because all of us, in the final analysis, have been concerned with the good of the country, however our judgments might differ. 

So, let us all now join together in affirming that common commitment and in helping our new President succeed for the benefit of all Americans. 

I shall leave this office with regret at not completing my term, but with gratitude for the privilege of serving as your President for the past 5 1/2 years. These years have been a momentous time in the history of our Nation and the world. They have been a time of achievement in which we can all be proud, achievements that represent the shared efforts of the Administration, the Congress, and the people. 

But the challenges ahead are equally great, and they, too, will require the support and the efforts of the Congress and the people working in cooperation with the new Administration. 

We have ended America's longest war, but in the work of securing a lasting peace in the world, the goals ahead are even more far-reaching and more difficult. We must complete a structure of peace so that it will be said of this generation, our generation of Americans, by the people of all nations, not only that we ended one war but that we prevented future wars. 

We have unlocked the doors that for a quarter of a century stood between the United States and the People's Republic of China. 

We must now ensure that the one quarter of the world's people who live in the People's Republic of China will be and remain not our enemies but our friends. 

In the Middle East, 100 million people in the Arab countries, many of whom have considered us their enemy for nearly 20 years, now look on us as their friends. We must continue to build on that friendship so that peace can settle at last over the Middle East and so that the cradle of civilization will not become its grave. 

Together with the Soviet Union we have made the crucial breakthroughs that have begun the process of limiting nuclear arms. But we must set as our goal not just limiting but reducing and finally destroying these terrible weapons so that they cannot destroy civilization and so that the threat of nuclear war will no longer hang over the world and the people. 

We have opened the new relation with the Soviet Union. We must continue to develop and expand that new relationship so that the two strongest nations of the world will live together in cooperation rather than confrontation. 

Around the world, in Asia, in Africa, in Latin America, in the Middle East, there are millions of people who live in terrible poverty, even starvation. We must keep as our goal turning away from production for war and expanding production for peace so that people everywhere on this earth can at last look forward in their children's time, if not in our own time, to having the necessities for a decent life. 

Here in America, we are fortunate that most of our people have not only the blessings of liberty but also the means to live full and good and, by the world's standards, even abundant lives. We must press on, however, toward a goal of not only more and better jobs but of full opportunity for every American and of what we are striving so hard right now to achieve, prosperity without inflation. 

For more than a quarter of a century in public life I have shared in the turbulent history of this era. I have fought for what I believed in. I have tried to the best of my ability to discharge those duties and meet those responsibilities that were entrusted to me. 

Sometimes I have succeeded and sometimes I have failed, but always I have taken heart from what Theodore Roosevelt once said about the man in the arena, "whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes short again and again because there is not effort without error and shortcoming, but who does actually strive to do the deed, who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, who spends himself in a worthy cause, who at the best knows in the end the triumphs of high achievements and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly." 

I pledge to you tonight that as long as I have a breath of life in my body, I shall continue in that spirit. I shall continue to work for the great causes to which I have been dedicated throughout my years as a Congressman, a Senator, a Vice President, and President, the cause of peace not just for America but among all nations, prosperity, justice, and opportunity for all of our people. 

There is one cause above all to which I have been devoted and to which I shall always be devoted for as long as I live. 

When I first took the oath of office as President 5 1/2 years ago, I made this sacred commitment, to "consecrate my office, my energies, and all the wisdom I can summon to the cause of peace among nations." 

I have done my very best in all the days since to be true to that pledge. As a result of these efforts, I am confident that the world is a safer place today, not only for the people of America but for the people of all nations, and that all of our children have a better chance than before of living in peace rather than dying in war. 

This, more than anything, is what I hoped to achieve when I sought the Presidency. This, more than anything, is what I hope will be my legacy to you, to our country, as I leave the Presidency. 

To have served in this office is to have felt a very personal sense of kinship with each and every American. In leaving it, I do so with this prayer: May God's grace be with you in all the days ahead. 

Nixon's Resignation Letter August 9, 1974



Read the Speech That Might Have Been: Nixon Refuses To Resign

Ray Price was President Nixon's speechwriter. In an article in the New York Times on December 22, 1996, Price provided a copy of the draft of a speech he prepared for Nixon in which he vowed not to resign. The speech was never shown to Nixon. 



Good Evening. 

With the deliberations of the House Judiciary Committee completed and its recommendations awaiting action by the full House of Representatives, questions have been raised about my own plans for dealing with the impeachment issue. 

I have requested this time in order to tell you how I intend to proceed. 

Debate on the committee's impeachment recommendations is scheduled to begin on the House floor two weeks from today -- on Aug. 19. 

In the wake of the Judiciary Committee's action, there has been a very substantial erosion of the political base that I would need in order to sustain my position in the House of Representatives. Therefore, at this time it appears almost a foregone conclusion that one or more articles of impeachment will be voted by the House, and that the matter will go to a trial in the Senate. . . . 

It is not my purpose tonight to argue my case. There will be time for that later. Rather, I want to explain how I intend to proceed. 

I also want to tell you about one new piece of evidence I have discovered, which I recognize will not be helpful to my case -- but which I have instructed my attorneys to make available immediately to the Judiciary Committee. . . . 

In the past several days, I have been engaged in an intensive review of the 64 taped conversations covered by the Special Prosecutor's subpoena and the Supreme Court's recent order that they be turned over to Judge Sirica. With one exception, I have found that they bear out what I said on April 29 when I announced my decision to make public the original transcripts: that the evidence I have turned over to the Judiciary Committee tells the full story of Watergate, insofar as the President's knowledge or involvement is concerned. These 64 additional tapes are being turned over to Judge Sirica. . . . As they become public, which they undoubtedly will, the truth of this will be evident. 

The one exception is a conversation I held with H. R. Haldeman on June 23, 1972, which concerns my instructions with regard to coordination between the F.B.I. and the C.I.A. In reviewing the tape it is now clear to me that Mr. Haldeman and I did discuss the political aspects of the situation, and that we were fully aware of the advantages this course of action would have with respect to limiting the possible public exposure of involvement by persons connected with the re-election committee. Because this conversation took place just a few days after the break-in, I know it will be widely interpreted as evidence that I was involved from the outset in efforts at cover-up. 

Let me take a moment to explain why I did not make this public sooner, although I should have. In May of this year I began a review of the 64 tapes subpoenaed by the Special Prosecutor, but then postponed completing it pending the decision that was finally handed down 12 days ago by the Supreme Court. In the course of that earlier partial review I listened to this tape, but did not focus on it thoroughly. I did not at the time consider it inconsistent with my past statements, nor did I have transcripts made or advise my staff or counsel about any possible concern with it. 

I now recognize this as having been a serious mistake, because as a result of it my counsel, my staff, and others, including members of the Judiciary Committee, who defended my position did so on the basis of facts that were incomplete. . . . 

Let me turn now to the future. 

There has been a great deal of speculation that I would resign, rather than face trial by the Senate. Some cite the erosion of my political base, and say that this either dims or dooms my chances in the Senate. Some cite the costs to the nation of more months of distraction and uncertainty. Some say I should not see the Constitutional process through, because even if vindicated by the Senate I would be so weakened politically that I could not govern effectively for the remainder of my term. 

Some suggest that if I persevere, I am not only ignoring what they consider the inevitable outcome, but doing so at considerable political risk. 

Indeed, when I reviewed the June 23 tape, and realized the interpretations that will probably be placed on it, I seriously considered resigning. 

I have thought long and hard about all of these questions. . . . I have explored the questions thoroughly with my family.They share in my belief that the Constitutional process must not be aborted or short-circuited -- that having begun, it must be carried through to its conclusion, that is, through a fair trial in the Senate. . . . 

If I were to resign, it would spare the country additional months consumed with the ordeal of a Presidential impeachment and trial. 

But it would leave unresolved the questions that have already cost the country so much in anguish, division and uncertainty. More important, it would leave a permanent crack in our Constitutional structure: it would establish the principle that under pressure, a President could be removed from office by means short of those provided by the Constitution. By establishing that principle, it would invite such pressures on every future President who might, for whatever reason, fall into a period of unpopularity. . . . 

Whatever the mistakes that have been made -- and they are many -- and whatever the measure of my own responsibility for those mistakes, I firmly believe that I have not committed any act of commission or omission that justifies removing a duly elected President from office. If I did believe that I had committed such an act, I would have resigned long ago. . . . 

For me to see this through will have costs for the country in the short run. The months ahead will not be easy for any of us. But in the long run -- whatever the outcome -- the results will be a more stable form of government. Far more damaging than the ordeal of a Senate trial, far more damaging that even the conviction and removal of a President, would be the descent toward chaos if Presidents could be removed short of impeachment and trial. 

Throughout the Western world, governmental instability has reached almost epidemic proportions. . . . In the United States, within the last dozen years one President was assassinated; the next was in effect driven from office when he did not even seek re-election; and now the third stands on the verge of impeachment by the House of Representatives, confronted with calls for his resignation in order to make the process of removal easy. 

This country bears enormous responsibilities to itself and to the world. If we are to meet those responsibilities in this and future Presidencies, we must not let this office be destroyed -- or let it fall such easy prey to those who would exult in the breaking of the President that the game becomes a national habit. 

Therefore, I shall see the Constitutional process through -- whatever its outcome. 

I shall appear before the Senate, and answer under oath before the Senate any and all questions put to me there. 



 

 

Below Picture’s Nixon On VH-3D Marine One U.S. Presidential Helicopter  / Nixon Departing White House Lawn On VH-3D Presidential Helicopter.  Pictures Taken on August 9th 1974 Nixon’s Resignation Day.   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Nixon Boarding VH-3D MARINE-1





 

Nixon’s, ‘Peace with Honor’ Speech                                                                                                          At the Cost of over 58, Thousand Lives.



The Ultimate Sacrifice
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